To:
KRWA NOUS2 141837Z
GENOT RWA 21/55
N JO 7930.110
GG ALRGNS 1/500/530 AMC-1 AMA-500 ACT-1 ALATFO XVM

EFFECTIVE: 12/02/2021

SUBJECT: CHANGE TO FAA ORDER 7930.2S, CHAPTER 1, GENERAL, SECTION 3, ACCOUNTABLE ORGANIZATIONS, PARAGRAPH 1-3-8, RESPONSIBILITY HIERARCHY.

THIS GENOT REMOVES PARAGRAPH 1-3-8 WHICH WAS ADDED TO THE ORDER VIA CHANGE 2. THIS PARAGRAPH IS BEING REMOVED DUE TO LACK OF CLARIFICATION PERTAINING TO THE MEANING OF DELEGATION OF AUTHORITY.

DELETE THE ENTIRITY OF THE FOLLOWING PARAGRAPH 1-3-8, RESPONSIBILITY HIERARCHY, FROM FAA ORDER 7930.2S, NOTICES TO AIR MISSIONS (NOTAM):

1-3-8. RESPONSIBILITY HIERARCHY

a. THE RESPONSIBILITY HIERARCHY ILLUSTRATES THE DELEGATION OF AUTHORITY WHEN SUBMITTING A NOTAM INTO THE NOTAM SYSTEM. THE COMPONENTS OF THE RESPONSIBILITY HIERARCHY ARE AS FOLLOWS:

1. CONDITION IS THE SITUATION REQUIRING A NOTAM.

2. SUPERVISORY AUTHORITY IS THE PARTY RESPONSIBLE FOR MANAGING EQUIPMENT/HAZARD.

3. ACCOUNTABLE ORGANIZATION IS THE PARTY RESPONSIBLE FOR REPORTING THE CONDITION.

4. CERTIFIED SOURCE/NOTAM ORIGINATOR IS THE PARTY WHO SUBMITS THE NOTAM TO NOTAM SYSTEM.
NOTE-
FOR COMPLETE DEFINITIONS, SEE PARAGRAPH 1-4-6, DEFINITIONS.

b. THE FOLLOWING EXAMPLES ARE NOT ALL INCLUSIVE.

EXAMPLES-
CONDITION - ILS OUT OF SERVICE
SUPERVISORY AUTHORITY - ATO
ACCOUNTABLE ORGANIZATION - ATO TECH OPS
CERTIFIED SOURCE/NOTAM ORIGINATOR – TECH OPS

CONDITION - SIAP MINIMUMS CHANGE
SUPERVISORY AUTHORITY - FLIGHT STANDARDS SERVICE
ACCOUNTABLE ORGANIZATION - FLIGHT STANDARDS SERVICE
CERTIFIED SOURCE/NOTAM ORIGINATOR - MISSION SUPPORT, AERONAUTICAL INFORMATION SERVICES

CONDITION - DISPLACED RUNWAY THRESHOLD
SUPERVISORY AUTHORITY - OFFICE OF AIRPORTS
ACCOUNTABLE ORGANIZATION - AIRPORT AUTHORITY
CERTIFIED SOURCE/NOTAM ORIGINATOR – AIRPORT OPERATIONS

CONDITION - AIRSPACE RESTRICTION
SUPERVISORY AUTHORITY - EN ROUTE AND OCEANIC SVC
ACCOUNTABLE ORGANIZATION - ARTCC
CERTIFIED SOURCE/NOTAM ORIGINATOR - FLIGHT DATA UNIT (ARTCC)

CONDITION - PJE
SUPERVISORY AUTHORITY - FLIGHT STANDARDS
ACCOUNTABLE ORGANIZATION – PJE COMPANY/ORGANIZATION
CERTIFIED SOURCE/NOTAM ORIGINATOR - FSS

PLEASE DIRECT ANY QUESTIONS TO KATIE.J.LUDWIG@FAA.GOV.